
Bulgarian pop singers



Polly Plamenova Genova is a Bulgarian pop 

singer. She represented Bulgaria in two 

Eurovision Song Contests, and lead the 

European Children's Eurovision Song 

Contest in 2015, which was held in Sofia, 

Bulgaria. In 2017, Polly also coached in 

the show “The Voice of Bulgaria”.

Her musical career began when she was only four years old. In 1995 she 

became the first member of the newly formed children's vocal group "Bon-Bon“. 

She has since participated four times in the Bulgarian Eurovision Song Contest -

in 2005 and 2006 with Melody and later in 2009 and 2011 as a single 

performer.
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In 2011, her song "Na inat" won the opportunity to participate in Eurovision 2011, in 

Dusseldorf. In February 2016, Bulgarian National Television chose Poly Genova as a 

representative of the country at Eurovision 2016, where she performed the song "If 

love was a crime." After being chosen as one of the ten participants to reach the 

semi-final, she finished fourth in the final round, right after Ukraine, Australia, and 

Russia.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yKsNfccUTuk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TwH2VU7Vqss

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VLyo69tRiIc
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PQqUTigWKHY



Vladimir Kirilov Ampov, born July 21, 1978 and known 

by the artistic nickname Grafa, is a Bulgarian pop 

singer, composer and music producer. He is the son of 

musicians Toni Ampova and Kiril Ampov, with whom he 

formed the trio Emergency.

Grafa's first appearance in front of an 

audience was in 1988, when he was 10 years 

old. Together with Emergency, he sang the 

song "Mom, Dad and I“.
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Grafa was a coach in the musical reality show “The 

Voice of Bulgaria” in both 2017 and 2018. The show 

was broadcasted on the Bulgarian National Television.

The artist has also been a UNICEF Ambassador of 

Bulgaria since September 2014, where he draws public 

attention to the challenges faced by children and their 

families.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NG3IgMbtB6E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rNruIjOJKY4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UBsvNkYdaJw
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Children’s Vocal Group

“Jan Bibian”

Stara  Zagora,  

Bulgaria



Children’s Vocal Group “Jan Bibian” was

formed 18 years ago. Children from the age

of 6 to 11 take part in it. “The Bibians” have

recorded 5 albums, using music that includes

work by the ex-Bibian Ilian Filipv, who is now

15 years old.

The lyrics of most of the songs are written by the Bibians

themselves, and this makes their songs very interesting.

The Bibians have a lot of fans who love their music.



The arrangements of the songs of the Bibians are 

made according to modern trends in pop music, 

including a rich band presence.

CVG ”Jan Bibian” takes part in many children's 

festivals and competitions. The vocal group is a 

laureate of the International Children’s Festivals of 

Arts in Bulgaria, Italy, Serbia, Montenegro, Romania 

and Croatia.

The Bibians love to connect with other children 

interested in music, and exchange ideas and 

materials with them.




